Jubilee Shares: Mining Humanity for a commitment to a voluntary, responsible, compassionate future.

The following is a new Oath of compassion that humanity should consider voluntarily, committing to itself. It’s the
basis for establishing a One Love bottom-up, self-sufficient economy. Indigenous tribes throughout history had barter
based economies based upon voluntarism and reciprocity. They produced everything they needed to sustain life and
shared it. They lived in balance with mother earth, respected One Love spirituality and each other. They supported
each others’ health, shelter, roads, security, education and retirement. This benevolent interaction is rarely shown in
our corrupt culture. However, think of the ancient Israelite tribes(Joshua), American Indians(Dances with Wolves),
Colonial Americans and the Na’vi(Avatar).
First, the basic requirements of “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs” are met as a foundation. This is essential for human
growth, love and belonging, self-actualization and peak experiences. Technology of all kinds will serve humanity so
that we are permitted to work in the vocation of our passion in a short work year. Those who don’t have a vocational
ambition are invited to be in service of their tribe. We need to build self-sufficient communities! Will you start a
business which will provide healthy food, water, energy and transportation to the tribe?
We were all born from the same source and we will return to it. All of us will live parasitically off our family and
extended family, tribe at birth to adolescence; and retirement to death. This barter based, anti-monopoly monetary
system is design to provide abundance so that the natural family can provide care first. Then the extended family,
tribe next. Abundant time and money are essential so that we can invest in our children. And value our elders’
wisdom. Our humanity and environment are more valuable than any government, flag, corporation, commodity,
money, technology or material object.
“Love is NOT enough” as we must be truthful with one-another despite the pain. We are being warred upon by
psychopaths who deliberately poison our food, water, air and minds. Through a monopoly money system they use
our commercial energy to destroy us. Indigenous people throughout history have warned of the evil, money force
called Mammon, “den of thieves”, or Usury.
The great prophets of Judaism, Christianity, Islam and Buddhism forbid usury as a great Sin. Non-Believer
philosophers warned that “Usury is like murder”. The “money power” divides and conquers humanity then subjects
them to permanent debt slavery. Then, all of our local and global tribal lands are stolen through fraudulent, forcebased contracts and treaties.
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Planet earth has been turned into a bank colony and our people are debt slave, renters. But, this has been a grand
illusion as the banksters rely on our energy. They need us. We don’t need them. They break our Creator’s LAW and
the LAW of nature. “Force and fraud vitiate all contracts”. Therefore, we demand our lands and assets back. Debt
forgiveness Jubilee is the genuine revolution which unites debt slaves and recovers their stolen lands. Additionally, it
releases prisoners(non-violent) and rests the land.
Non-violence is our path to emancipation. Jubilee unites debt slaves in and out of uniform in common cause.
Mammon rules the physical world based upon monopoly money, ego, violence and materialism. Love Revolutionaries
prevail in the spiritual world of love, justice, compassion, truth and unity. We cannot offer the police and military
sufficient gold, silver and bank money to join our cause. But, we do offer them their homes and cars and all debt
forgiven. We do offer to continue paying them in Hour Money where they can both support their own families, AND
the human family as well. We implore them to accept humanity’s money instead of the monopoly bankers’ money.
Please serve humanity not the destroyers of our humanity.
All the people of planet earth are due a share of the Common Wealth. They must commit their allegiance to humanity;
and not the banksters who mean to destroy us, our sacred planet and our culture. The Share of the Common Wealth
is called a Jubilee Share(JS). It is given to all Love Revolutionaries who commit to the cause of emancipation from
debt slavery and Usurpation. Additional Jubilee Shares(JS) are given to courageous, super hero, Love
Revolutionaries who achieve specific victories over our oppressors.
Jubilee Shares’ value will increase as we change the existing bank colony to a benevolent, art colony. Every human
has unique gifts, creativity and passion. Heaven on Earth is being employed in the vocation of one’s passion in a
short work year. Where money and all technology is used to serve humanity rather than replace it. Hour Money and
Jubilee Shares will be used to build a meritocracy. While today’s plutocracy is based upon parasitism and force;
tomorrows meritocracy will be based upon productivity and voluntarism.
With abundant Hour Money(HM), full employment and realized dreams; we will turn our rusting and decaying cities
into modern palaces. Men and women in denim will rebuild what was destroyed by selfish souls in suits. Builders,
architects, engineers, farmers, healers and inventors will be rewarded with Hour Money and Jubilee Shares. Hour
Money Jubilee will be humanity’s own benevolent, voluntary version of the Manhattan, or Apollo Moon project. Our
goal is to defund the war and police state, rebuild our communities, become self sufficient, clean our planet and share
the wealth we create.
Here begins our new commitment to ourselves, one-another, our families, our planet, and our future.
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+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
The Love Revolution Oath to Humanity.
Because we are Sovereigns without subjects and We are One; I hereby commit to the following in order to co-create
a voluntary, compassionate, abundant, responsible, just and peaceful society; along with a healthy environment.
1. The Non-Aggression Principle means that no government, or corporation holds powers that we ourselves lack.
Therefore, there will be no force, fraud or coercion in our interaction with one-another. Love Revolutionaries
volunteer to be of service to one-another.
2. Our compassionate Oath Bond commitment to the Commons backs the issuance of new Hour Money to be used
to finance social, civil, environmental, educational, health and retirement programs. As we are the source of all
value; our signature births new Hour Money when we provide value to our tribe. I personally guarantee the value
of my self-issued money so that others have “peace of mind” accepting it. And I agree to accept others’ self-issued
money in kind.
3. In the event that 1 Hour/hour wage compensation rate no longer attracts unskilled labor; I voluntarily agree to pay
a flat fee to remove Hours from circulation. This fee will continue until sufficient Hours are removed from
circulation. I voluntarily agree to pay this fee, because it is a necessary cost of a voluntary society. My freedom
requires my responsibility to my tribe.
Additionally, I recognize that our local and global tribal lands have been stolen due force, fraud and monopoly by the
corporate State. As war reparations, I agree to distribute a Jubilee Share(JS) of the repatriated assets and land to
every soul on the planet. The Creator makes no mistakes and this Jubilee Share is theirs forever. Those who agree to
join the Love Revolution earn 2 additional Jubilee Shares(JS). Additional JS’s will be rewarded to those who achieve
goals for our common cause of Jubilee emancipation.
My word is my Bond as a Sovereign flesh and blood human being. I hereby commit to the Love Revolution as a Love
Revolutionary who will issue, earn and spend our Love Currency.
Sincerely,
(Signature)
Wayne Walton
Jubilist, Love Revolutionary
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Purpose: Jubilee Shares(JS) offer everyone on earth a piece of the commons. JS are a reward for benevolent
behavior and participation. It’s essential that humanity offers enforcers a better deal than the banksters. Jubilee has 4
aspects which could be considered war reparations: 1. Forgiveness of debt. 2. Return of stolen lands/assets 3.
Release of prisoners 4. Rest of the land.
War Reparations: Shares will be rewarded in addition to everyone owning their current residence. Shares will be
based upon a portion of the repatriated stolen wealth. Honest investors and pensioners must be paid back for any
losses when everyone including the homeless are given shelter. Repatriated stolen wealth will pay back pensioners
and honest investors first.
Goal: Incentivize individuals to participate in the Jubilee emancipation. Increase awareness and empowerment of
individuals to issue their own money within a voluntary society with social and civil programs.
Technology: Jubilee Shares will be issued using the crypto-currency model. Rather than mining computer memory we
will mine the highest values, participation and productive outcomes of humanity.
Issuance: Jubilee Shares will be issued in several different ways. An individual can sell all their shares except the first
they were given. 2 additional shares will be rewarded for signing the “We are One Oath”.
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JS will be issued in order to reward a culture of super-heroes who take immediate and powerful action to build
systems which create peace of mind for all humanity.
Additional JS will be awarded to individuals who achieve goals and build new, benevolent Hour Money systems. JS
will be given to police and military who support our cause and accept Hour Money instead of the banksters.
Additional JS will be awarded to the individuals in the first US county which implements the Jubilee.
Additional JS will be awarded to the 6 prominent libertarians and 6 prominent Greens/liberals who support Hour
Money Jubilee Love Revolution.
Rules: The rules for issuance should be established in advance to have sufficient rewards, but create scarcity too.
Every soul will be awarded 1 Jubilee Share as the Creator makes no mistakes. 2 more JS are rewarded for signing
the Oath. Additionally, 6 prominent libertarians and 6 prominent Greens/liberals will earn 100 shares each just for
endorsing this plan. These shares are rewarded for good intentions. Other JS will be rewarded for good outcomes. 1.
Humanity decides upon its Highest Values. 2. JS rewards are given for outcomes rather than good intentions. Then
human beings will be rewarded for our Highest values. Example: Individuals in the first US county to emancipate itself
will be given 100 shares each. The organizers of that county’s currency system will earn 1000 shares each.
JS value: As humanity takes continuous, small steps toward emancipation the value of shares will increase. No
shares can be sold until after a mass awareness campaign has been completed. JS can be sold in exchange for any
currency. This will help full-time activists support themselves.
Purpose of the “Love Revolution Oath to Humanity”: Freedom requires that we are responsible for ourselves and our
Brothers and Sisters. Our Compassionate Oath Bond Commitment to the Commons is the foundation to build a
financial system which finances social and civil programs without coercion.
Hour Money vs Jubilee Shares: Hour Money is a money system which has a fixed unit value like an inch. It’s free,
voluntary, trade system like barter. Hour Money is completely free from speculation just like an Hour, inch or gift
certificate. Meanwhile, Jubilee Shares are humanity’s investment in themselves to co-create a better story. The more
the story becomes reality; the more valuable JS become. Jubilee Shares are open to speculation. What’s the bet?
Can humanity self-govern or will in continue to be Usurped? The Believers who think that voluntary, compassionate
interaction should prevail will be rewarded JS for their commitment to our common dream. Meanwhile, all humanity
will benefit.
Who? Everyone on earth gets 1 JS. Everyone who signs One Love Oath gets 2 additional JS. Additional JS will be
rewarded for recruiting and growing the cause.
What? Jubilee Shares are a share of the Common Wealth.
When? JS will be issued once technology is built
Where? JS are issued virtually.
How? JS are issued for participation, performance and creating outcomes.
Why? To reward humanity’s highest values.
FAQ: Why do I want a Jubilee Share? A share of the Common Wealth potentially entitles the holder to debt
forgiveness, repatriated stolen wealth, and a monthly income distribution. Additionally, social, civil, environment,
educational, retirement and educational programs will be financed without coercion.
What can I do with my Jubilee Shares? 1. Sell all but 1 just like a Bitcoin, gold, silver or other investment. 2. Hold
and wait for the value to increase as we manifest our emancipation. 3. Donate to worthy causes. 4. Trade for
necessities.
Where can I sell/buy Jubilee Shares? There will be exchanges set up to buy and sell just like Bitcoin, gold, and
silver.
How do I earn Jubilee Shares? 1. Get one no matter what. 2. Sign the Love Revolution Oath. 3. Recruit more people
to the same. 4. Performance bonuses.
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Is this communist redistribution of wealth? No. Through force, fraud and monopoly .001% have stolen the land
and assets from humanity. “Force and fraud vitiate all contracts”. Jubilee is LAW written in the same Bible which we
place our hand in court. Jubilee is also written on the Liberty Bell.
Are Jubilee Shares War Reparations? Partially, but we shouldn’t view ourselves as victims. We’re going to cocreate something far better than what exists. To do this we need to break the banksters land monopoly which is
based upon fraudulent titles. We must demonstrate that Hour Money system delivers more justice, abundance and
unity, so that people are inspired to participate. We must prove that we can “self-govern”. In doing so, the value of JS
will go up.
Will police, military, judges and politicians lose their pensions, if they accept Hour Money as pay? No, all
existing social and retirement programs will be fulfilled, but without violence and coercion. But, officials must
cooperate with the recovery of stolen assets. Since humanity is being warred upon, we must extend benefits to all
humanity for military pay. This can be done by ending destructive and un-necessary spending. Meanwhile, massively
increasing humanity’s productive capacity to build an abundant benevolent future. This will be done by birthing new
money. Meanwhile, protecting from inflation by terminating Hours as a voluntary fee.
As time progresses more individuals will be engaged in productive activities rather than parasitic. IRS accountants
will be repurposed to do Hour Money auditing and management. Police and military repurposed to recover stolen
assets then co-create self-sufficient communities. There is much work to do. We will have full employment as there
will be no such thing as “lack of money”.
Conclusion: This is just a rough draft of a possibly great idea. Humanity should be rewarded for investing in itself.
Jubilee Shares will be that reward. Something we can all participate in.

